
KURETAKE FOUNTAIN PEN  
                                               -YUMEGINGA- 

 The new fountain pen has launched from the series of 
"YUMEGINGA". Three types of Japanese deer horn body including 
the two types of a horn dyed by ancient Japanese methods: 
"AKANE ZOME (natural Rubia dye)," "AI ZOME  (natural Indigo dye)" 
and a black acrylic resin body, which get to fit your hand day by day. 
 Enjoy smooth writability with the K14 gold nib (Peter Bock AG)
for your writing life. 

KURETAKE Fountain Pen 
Color: Black
Body Material: Aclyric resin
Code: DBA140-1

KURETAKE Fountain Pen
Color: Natural
Body Material: Deer horn
Code: DBA140-2

KURETAKE Fountain Pen
Color: AKANE ZOME (Ancient dyeing)
Body Material: Deer horn
Code: DBA140-3

KURETAKE Fountain Pen 
Color: AI ZOME (Ancient dyeing)
Body Material: Deer horn
Code: DBA140-4

AI ZOME (Indigo dye)
 AI is known as "a grass for the blue dyeing".  Mr. SachioYoshioka is a Japanese dyer who has made the restoration of an ancient
dyeing technology. He utilizes traditional technique and materials of dyeing method with "AWA-AI " to the deer horn for the
pen body. His artwork with dyeing method has not only a scarcity value but also the cultural value.
 Enjoy the depth of real Japan blue in your hand with a soul for tradition and technology of craftsmanship.

＊Ink is not included.
＊Each product has an unique pattern which comes by nature. 

 We have a plenty of national heritages of ancient period in Nara, Japan. "AKAITOODOSHI-OOYOROI " in Horyuji temple is one of 
the national treasures that is dyed in AKANE. It is said that unfortunately this craftsmanship of AKANE ZOME has been abolished
since the Muromachi period (14th-16th Century) in Japan. 
 Akiko Miyazaki has successfully reproduced AKANE ZOME with ancient technique of Nara period by deciphering an ancient book
called "ENGISHIKI". You will feel a real scarlet red color by the dyeing techniques.

 AKANE ZOME (Rubia dye)

Gift Box (Empress tree)
Size: W230 x H36 x D95



Japanese Shika Deer

■Deer in Nara Park
 Nara Prefecture, where we maintain our company since established in 1902, is located in the 
south east part of Kansai region, Japan. It used to be flourished as a capital of Japan called
Heijo-kyo during 8th Century. According to the legendary history of Kasuga Shrine
(World heritage), a mythological god Takemikazuchi arrived in Nara riding on a 
white deer to guard the Heijo-kyo. Since then, the deer have been regarded as heavenly
animals, protectiong the city and the country. Post World War II the deer in Nara were in 
danger of extinction, in 1957, they were designated as a protected species. 
 Foundation for the protection of deer in Nara Park, Nara city and Kasuga Shrine have made 
an effort to protect them, there are over 1,000 deer freely roaming around in the park today.

Mr. Sachio Yoshioka 
 Born in 1946, Kyoto Pref. Graduated Waseda University (Arts and Science -Literature) In 1988, took over
"SOMENOTSUKASA YOSHIOKA" as the fifth family head. 
 He comes to grips with reproduction of Japanese traditional dyeing of plants.

Ms. Akiko Miyazaki
 Born in 1947 Hyogo Pref. Graduated Osaka Women's University (National Literature) Essay:  Study of Ancient AKANE ZOME 
- An experimentation of the reproduction of the color "Scarlet" based on "ENGISHIKI"- and more.
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■Deer Horn Cutting
 For almost 340 years, Deer Horn Cutting Ceremony 
(Shika no Tsunokiri) has been an annual feature 
in autumn in Nara since the early Edo Period.
 This Ceremony was created to protect townspeople 
as well as valuable cultural buildings being damaged
by deer horn. This also protects the deer themselves from
injuring or killing each other during fights.
 While at first the event may seen cruel, it has helped 
establish a long history of people and deer being able to
live together without harming each other.
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